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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of expected benefits and to clarify relevant issues of cloud computing. The study conducted a survey on businesses of different sizes in Taiwan and five hypotheses were tested. The expected benefit of cloud computing was measured in three dimensions: cost reduction, increased capability and enhanced scalability. The data analysis results show that businesses expect greater benefit of cloud computing than that of traditional computing. Also, the expected benefit varies from one type of cloud computing service to another. Nevertheless, businesses’ expectation of cloud computing benefit doesn’t change from one area of the value chain to another. The data did not support the hypothesis that the firm size might affect the expected benefit of cloud computing. This suggests that cloud computing might level the playing field for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to gain the same advantage as that large companies can.
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INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has obtained a great deal of attention as a cost effective alternative to the traditional on premise information systems sourcing option. A study by International Data Corporation shows that worldwide spending on public cloud services is expected to be more than $107 billion in 2017 [18]. Although many research reports and white papers [e.g. 17, 19, 22, 27, 35] claim that cloud computing can bring substantial benefits for businesses such as dramatically reduced upfront costs of computing, rapid deployment and scalability, and delivery of new value for customers through innovative applications along the value-chain, empirical studies regarding business benefits of cloud computing in the information systems field are sporadic [27]. Among the limited studies, contradictory findings have been reported. For example, different from general claims, [23] finds that cost savings from cloud computing can be realized by new companies only although previous literature suggests that cloud computing can help companies, especially SMEs, to make savings from buying, running, and maintaining their IT infrastructure. Besides, [27] indicates that the cost saving benefit of cloud computing varies across businesses of different sizes. [27] furthers that from the competitive advantage perspective, cloud computing may enable businesses to create values through innovative applications along the value-chain. Nevertheless, no empirical studies support such assertions.

The purpose of the research is to empirically explore the impact of contextual factors on businesses’ expectation of the benefit of cloud computing with a goal in mind that the findings will provide empirical basis for decision makers who are planning to adopt cloud computing. Specifically, the first research objective is to examine the difference in benefit between cloud computing and conventional on premise information services. The second objective is to study how the service type of cloud computing affects the level of benefit expected by businesses. The third and fourth research objectives are to analyze whether or not businesses’ expectation of the benefit of cloud computing varies in different value chain activities and in different size of enterprises, respectively.

This research contributes to academics by providing research findings from empirical data about benefits of cloud computing. Additionally, the research provide empirical data about what kind of benefits are recognized and who recognizes those benefits.

This research can also be beneficial to practitioners by finding answers to some of the questions raised by [27] for business professionals. First, by identifying which value chain activities can benefit most from cloud computing, the
research findings help to identify which area of supply chain to employ cloud computing. And, by understanding the impact of the firm size on the expected benefit of cloud computing, the research provides the basis on which companies can determine whether to adopt cloud computing. Also, the research helps cloud service providers recognize where their focus should be on to convince prospective customers (SMEs or large businesses) to switch from the traditional on premise options to cloud computing in either the primary or support value chain activities.

**BUSINESS BENEFITS OF CLOUD COMPUTING**

This section discusses business benefits of cloud computing reported by previous research studies. They are discussed in three areas: Cost savings, IT/Business capability improvement, and Scalability, elasticity or resource adjustment.

**Cost Savings**

Cloud computing has a great impact on business costs, facilitating its diffusion [32]. Businesses can save costs in several ways from cloud computing. One of the most recognized cost saving is less or often zero upfront investment in hardware and software as the traditional on premise data center has to purchase and implement hardware and software while cloud applications and infrastructure are pay-per-use [2, 3, 6, 9, 14, 16, 22, 23, 29, 34, 37]. This allows businesses to shift investment in IT from capital expenditure to operation expenses [8, 9, 13, 19, 35].

Also, several studies reported cost savings in operations, maintenance and upgrade as benefits of cloud computing [6, 14, 16, 20, 24, 27, 29, 34]. Cloud computing uses multi-tenancy to share the application instances and hardware and thus consolidates hardware to save costs, achieving economies of scale [31]. Because of this, cloud computing can provide services of IT operations, business continuity and security efficiently and thus the operation cost of cloud computing is often lower than that of the on premise option [14]. [20] reported that there were many different reasons for businesses to migrate from the traditional on premise option to cloud computing, but the most important factor is reduction in costs, especially lowering total cost of ownership, although [4] found that the total cost of executing highly complex applications in the cloud could be higher than that incurred by executing them in a private data center, while in the case of less complex application leasing proved to be more favorable. Businesses can also save costs because, due to cloud computing’s “pay as you go” pricing model, they don’t have to buy new hardware in order to meet increased demand [2]. Cloud computing also allows businesses to reduce IT personnel costs, especially in Software as a Service (SaaS). In-house IT team may not be necessary or can be minimized especially in SaaS because no hardware and software installation is required and because IT department does not control the data and system [7]. Also, cloud computing reduces the number of employees needed to maintain systems and develop software [25]. Finally, [9] reported that less or zero initial cost of acquiring IT infrastructure reduces the entry barrier especially for SMEs.

**Improved IT and Business Capability**

Several studies reported that cloud computing provided improved and new capability that could not be provided by the traditional on premise option [14, 35]. These improved and new capabilities include the deployment speed of IT resources, quicker corporate response to consumer needs by customizing computing resources for business needs, concentrating on core competency, improved efficiency of information processing operations, and interoperability between different computing resources that facilitates sharing and collaboration.

In cloud computing, IT resources can be deployed immediately or very quickly [8, 21, 27, 35]. This is mainly because cloud computing, especially SaaS, does not require purchase, installation and configuration of hardware and software. [16] reported that SaaS benefits included faster delivery of application features, improved support for remote users and better overall user satisfaction via familiar web user interfaces. Even Platform as a Service (PaaS) offers a development environment that makes the application development and deployment faster because it eliminates the wait for deployment of suitable hardware and software for the applications [23].

[17] stated that cloud computing allowed a business to respond quickly to customer needs in a far more cost-effective manner. Applications in the cloud could be modified on a daily base, which is impossible with the on
premise solutions [9]. [27] reported that cloud computing helped businesses to bring products or services to the market faster and lower IT barriers to innovation.

Several studies mentioned that cloud computing could be used to create competitive advantage [27, 33]. According to [12], many IT expenditure costs don’t directly contribute to business growth; eighty percent of business expenditure in IT is called “dead money”, which is used for maintaining existing systems, rather than an upgrade. Cloud computing allows business to concentrate on its core competencies by allowing capital to be redirected to core business investment [2, 6, 11, 13]. [27] claimed that cloud computing allowed smaller firms to benefit from compute-intensive business analytics or new classes of applications that were available only to large corporations, creating new business capabilities.

Cloud computing speeds up processing time [2] because businesses can access more powerful hardware in cloud computing than in the traditional on premise option. Especially, SMEs access high capacity IT infrastructure via cloud computing that only large companies can afford. According to [25], renting a server in the cloud costs approximately one-third of the expense of buying and maintaining similar equipment. It is possible to acquire IT capacities that businesses may not have been able to afford in the past [14].

Finally, [19] reported that significant benefits of cloud computing for the enterprise included resource access, collaboration, and customization. According to [15], large enterprises perceived improved sharing and collaboration as benefits of cloud computing.

Scalability, Elasticity, or Resource Adjustment Capability

The third benefit of cloud computing reported by several studies is scalability or elasticity, which means a capability to adjust IT resources as the business need changes [2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 14, 19, 22, 23, 31, 35].

Compared with the traditional IT solutions, cloud computing offers clear advantages such as dynamically scalable IT capabilities that allow users to adjust their usage of IT services as and when required [3, 14, 23]. Companies are reluctant to maintain IT resources that are needed at the peak time because those resources are idle in other time. However, if they don’t, it may cause customer dissatisfaction and dissatisfied customers are likely not to come back [2].

Cloud computing can make resources available on demand quickly enough as if it has infinite capacity, which eliminates the need for capacity planning [2]. Especially, SMEs can take advantage of this capability, eliminating the up-front commitment, starting small and expanding computing resources only when necessary [2, 11]. Cloud hosted applications allow business to react faster to sudden changes in demand [31].

RESEARCH METHOD

The research method of the study is the survey research. The measurement instrument is a questionnaire consisting of 15 items with a 5-point Likert scale. The subject companies are those in Taiwan that plan to adopt cloud computing. Per our research objectives, we develop a research model as shown in Figure 1.
The main proposition of the study is: Businesses expect that the benefit of cloud computing varies across different types of cloud computing and the expected benefit is moderating by the area of the value chain where it is adopted and the firm size.

**Research Hypotheses**

It has been asserted that cloud computing offers many advantages over the traditional on premise model of IT services, such as decapitalization, easy accessibility, scalability and cost-effectiveness [8, 19, 22]. It appears reasonable to infer that businesses would switch from the traditional on premise model to cloud computing if and only if they expect the benefit of cloud computing is greater than that of the traditional on premise model. Thus, we formulate the first hypothesis as follow:

\[ H_1: \text{Businesses expect greater benefit of cloud computing than that of traditional on premise model of IT services.} \]

There are three types of cloud computing services: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [e.g. 7, 11, 15, 23, 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39] although some offer additional more fine grained services [1, 5]. SaaS allows users to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure [28]. PaaS allows the customers to deploy software they developed or acquired on the cloud infrastructure [28]. Also, PaaS provides users with software development, testing, deployment, monitoring, and hosting environment [38]. IaaS makes the IT hardware infrastructure (such as servers, storage devices, computing power, etc.) available to end users through the Internet. IaaS provides processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources so the customers of IaaS can deploy any operating systems and application software they want without managing the underlying hardware infrastructure [28].

These three types of cloud computing services form a hierarchical structure from most direct to least direct, SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, respectively, in terms of the relationship between the user and cloud computing [38]. Since IaaS provides computing infrastructure, such as storage, network and data center, in general, it is not directly relevant to the user’s job. In contrast, SaaS provides application tools that might be tailored for the user and thus, it is the most directly relevant to the user's job. The relevance of PaaS to the user is between SaaS and IaaS. A logical inference following the reasoning is that since some types of cloud computing are more relevant to the user’s jobs, the user might expect greater benefit from those types than others. Thus, the expected benefit of SaaS should be greater than that of IaaS and the expected benefit of PaaS should between those of SaaS and of IaaS. This study thus proposes research hypothesis \( H_2 \) as follow.
H2: Businesses expect that different types of cloud computing would produce different benefit of cloud computing. According to Porter’s Value Chain Analysis Model [36], a business can analyze its activities and identify activities that add most values to their products and service, and then form a proper competitive strategy. Using IT to support and strengthen those value-adding activities could help the execution of the competitive strategy, and potentially change the landscape of competition. The primary activities of the value chain are directly related to revenue generation, whereas the support activities are supporting implementation of the main activities. Therefore, in theory, assuming everything else is equal, an informed business would expect more benefit of cloud computing services when they are used to strengthen the primary activities than that when they are used in the support activities. Nevertheless, it should be noted that different activities of the value chain may need different amounts and kinds of IT supports. For example, legal affair, which is one of the support activities in most companies except for law firms, needs computing service that is more of an infrastructure, such as IaaS, than that of intensive computing capability such as SaaS. In other words, the impact of the value chain activities on the benefit of cloud computing could be moderated by the type of cloud computing service. Based on the reasoning, we propose research hypotheses H3 and H4.

H3: Businesses expect that cloud computing services applied in different categories of the value chain activities would produce different benefits.

H4: Businesses expect that the benefit of cloud computing in different categories of the value chain activities would be different among different types of cloud computing.

According to the resource-based view of competitive advantage, large enterprises are more likely to enjoy the advantage that traditional on premise model of IT brings about than SMEs. The traditional on premise model of IT is relatively costly. Large enterprises are generally more resourceful than SMEs. Thus, large enterprises can assume greater risk and are more willing to invest in new technologies than SMEs. As a result, in the era of traditional on premise model of IT, large enterprises more likely have the advantage of IT than SMEs does.

Nevertheless, cloud computing owns features that may level the playing field. The difference between cloud computing and traditional on premise model of IT services lies in that the former provides the feature of pay per use without costly initial investment. Such a feature enables resource strapped SMEs to obtain the right amount of IT resources and gain similar advantage as large enterprises do. Thus, one interesting question is: Does the firm size affect the expected benefit of cloud computing? We formulate hypotheses H5 and H6 to examine the impact of firm size on the expected benefit of cloud computing as follows:

H5: Businesses of different sizes expect benefit of cloud computing differently.

H6: Businesses of different sizes expect that different types of cloud computing produce different benefits.

**Operational Definition of Research Variables**

The independent variable of the study is the type of cloud computing, which has three levels as defined by the US NIST [28]: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The dependent variable, the expected benefit of cloud computing, is measured with three indicators compiled from existing literature: business costs saving, improved business capabilities, and enhanced business scalability. Cost saving includes all of savings that businesses expect to accrue by using cloud computing, such as saved initial investment, reduced overall operating costs, maintenance costs, and replacement costs. Expected improved business capabilities include information processing capability, ability to meet customer-specific requirements, resource deployment capability, interoperability, and business responsiveness. Expected enhanced business scalability includes flexibility of resources sharing, flexible computing resources, operations management flexibility, flexible recovery operation, and reliability adjustment.

One moderating variable, the value chain activity, has nine levels as the same as the sub-categories of Porter’s value chain analysis [36]: in-bound logistics, production operations, out-bound logistics, marketing and sales, service after the sale, which are the primary activities and human resource management, technology development, procurement, and enterprise infrastructure, which are the support activities. Each sub-category is measured with specific activities performed by businesses.
The other moderating variable, the firm size, is measured with the number of employees. The concept of categorization of firm size in terms of the number of employees is relative, varying from country to country. We classify the firm size into four categories: micro, small, medium, and large. Micro-businesses have 10 employees or less, small businesses have 11 to 50 employees, medium-sized businesses have 51 to 200 employees, and large businesses have 200 employees or more. This classification is based on the standards in the SME Development Act defined by the Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan.

Questionnaire Design

Based on existing literature, we developed the measurement instrument of this study. The questionnaire was revised several times for the face validity. Five practitioners and academics were invited to review and pre-test for semantic clarity and content validity. The questionnaire consists of two parts: The first part collects data of business type, the number of employees, the type of cloud computing to be deployed and the area of the value chain where the cloud computing service to be deployed. The second part consists of 15 items of a five-point Likert scale, measuring expected cost savings, expected improved business capabilities and expected enhanced business scalability.

Population and Sample

The subject population of the study is companies that are registered in Taiwan and have capital of TWDS$500,000 or more. The sampling frame consists of four sources: Directory of Hi-Tech Promotion Center (Department of Economic Development, Taipei City Government), The Statistics for Taipei City Firms and Corporations Registration (Taipei City Office of Commerce), Directory of Nankang Software Park Website and Business Registration Directory of Department of Commerce (MOEA). Random sampling from the sample frame produced a sample of 7000 companies, which were invited to participate in the survey via postal mails. After excluding invalid responses, the study obtained 147 useful questionnaires. Additionally, via an electronic survey, we further collected 230 useful responses. In total, the study obtained 377 valid responses.

DATA ANALYSIS

SPSS 20 was used to analyze the data. The descriptive statistics of the data are shown in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial and banking</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial planning</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare and cosmetic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT and Communication</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesaler</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Real estate</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Business service</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Utility</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure and entertainment</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Photoelectric</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailing</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type of Cloud Computing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 10</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>PaaS</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–200</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 200</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Chain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary activity</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support activity</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reliability and ANOVA

The reliability coefficient (Cronbach alpha) of the scale for benefit of cloud computing is 0.872, indicating a high reliability. The internal consistency coefficients of the three indicators of benefits of cloud computing are 0.811, 0.754, and 0.827, respectively, within the acceptable range.

One sample t-test is used to test hypothesis H₃, businesses expect greater benefit of cloud computing than that of traditional on premise model of IT services. The test is significant at the significance level of 0.05, as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2-1. One Sample Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected benefit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2-2. One Sample Test (Test Value = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected benefit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine the effect of independent variable on the dependent variables, MANOVA was employed. As the nature of the study is explorative, Wilks’ lambda $\alpha$ value was set at 0.1 for significant test. For post-hoc tests, the Roy-Bargmann Stepdown Analysis method was used to reduce the probability of type one error.

The results of MANOVA analysis show that hypothesis H² is supported at the significance level of 0.1. That is, hypothesis H², different types of cloud computing have different expected benefits, is supported with $F(6, 738) = 2.322, p < 0.05$. The result shows that businesses expect different amounts and kinds of benefits from different types of cloud computing. Further analysis of what causes the difference shows that the difference in expected benefit between different types of cloud computing can be attributed to difference in the dimensions of capability and scalability. In these two dimensions, the expected benefits of SaaS and IaaS are higher than those of PaaS.

On the contrary, the data fails to support hypothesis H₃, the expected benefits of cloud computing applied in different categories of the value chain activities are different, at the significance level of 0.1. The effect of the value chain activities on the expected benefit of cloud computing is not significant, $F(3, 369) = 1.583, p > 0.1$. In other words, businesses planning to adopt cloud computing don’t expect difference in benefit of cloud computing between different value chain activities. Nevertheless, further analysis of the interaction effect of types of cloud computing and categories of the value chain activities is significant, $F(6, 738) = 2.612, p < 0.05$. The result warrants a further analysis of expected benefits of different types of cloud computing in different categories of the value chain activities.

Further analysis of the interaction effect of the type of cloud computing and the area of the value chain activities shows that SaaS has greater expected benefit in cost saving than IaaS does, IaaS has greater expected benefit in capability than PaaS does, and Saas and IaaS have greater expected benefit in scalability than PaaS does. Additionally, the impact of the value chain activities on expected benefit is significant in the type of SaaS only: the expected benefit of cost saving in the primary activities is greater than that in the support activities, while expected benefit of improved capability in the support activities is greater than that in the primary activities.

The result of MANOVA analysis shows that the data fails to support hypothesis H₅, businesses of different sizes expect the benefit of cloud computing differently. The hypothesis test is not significant at the significance level of 0.1, $F(6, 726) = 0.870, p > 0.1$. Also, the interaction effect of the firm size and the type of cloud computing is not supported, $F(18, 1027) = 1.349, p > 0.1$.

In summary, hypotheses H₁, H₂, and H₄ are supported, while hypotheses H₃, H₅ and H₆ are not supported, as summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of Hypothesis Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Expected benefit of cloud computing is greater than that of traditional</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on premise model of IT services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Businesses expect that different types of cloud computing produce</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different benefit of cloud computing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Businesses expect that cloud computing services applied in different</td>
<td>Fail to support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>categories of the value chain activities would produce different benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Businesses expect that the benefit of cloud computing in different</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>categories of the value chain activities would be different among</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>different types of cloud computing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 Businesses of different sizes expect benefit of cloud computing</td>
<td>Fail to support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>differently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6 Businesses of different sizes expect that different types of cloud</td>
<td>Fail to support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computing produce different benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussions

The results of the study show that businesses expect cloud computing to have greater benefit than traditional on premise model of IT (H1), which confirms claims made by the proponents of cloud computing. Nevertheless, it should be noted that although extant literature suggests that one major benefit of cloud computing is to reduce the cost of IT and business operations, the results of the study show that the expected benefits of improved capability and enhanced scalability are greater than cost saving. Whether cloud computing truly brings greater benefits in these two dimensions needs further investigation; nevertheless, the finding has significant practical implication to cloud computing providers that businesses’ expectation of cloud computing is beyond cost saving and providers need to provide more sophisticated features of cloud computing services.

The finding also has interesting implications for academics. Cost saving that cloud computing brings about has been an advantage widely claimed by textbooks, press, and white papers. It would be very interesting to investigate why the findings of the study suggest differently. One possible explanation for the finding is that cloud computing is a relatively new technology and its introductory investment or conversion cost is still relatively high, thus, in the short term, the cost saving might not be easily realized, whereas the elasticity of cloud computing may immediately make businesses more capable or scalable.

Hypothesis H2 that different types of cloud computing produce different expected benefits is supported. Combining this finding with the result of post-hoc analysis of H1 shows that in terms of improved capability and enhanced scalability, companies expect more from using SaaS or IaaS than from PaaS type. In other words, in terms of their relevance to the user, SaaS, PaaS and IaaS comprise a hierarchical structure [38], but the expected benefits of the three types of cloud computing do not present similar structure. One possible explanation is that PaaS provides a development platform, which is less relevant to the user’s tasks.

Although hypothesis H3 is not supported by the data, it is noteworthy that further analysis of comparison between different dimensions of expected benefits of cloud computing suggests that when applied in the area of primary activities, different types of cloud computing have different amounts and/or kinds of benefits (H4). In terms of cost saving, businesses expect SaaS to be more beneficial than PaaS and IaaS. In terms of improved capability, IaaS is viewed by businesses more efficient than SaaS and PaaS. As for the expected benefit of enhancing scalability, SaaS and IaaS are viewed by businesses to produce more benefit than PaaS. In other words, a business that plans to apply cloud computing in the primary activities of the value chain and wants to gain the benefit of cost saving may tend to adopt SaaS. Those that want to improve capability might tend to adopt IaaS, while those that want to enhance scalability may tend to adopt SaaS or IaaS.

Businesses expect that SaaS may produce more benefit in the primary activities than in the support activities. This is an interesting finding. Since the primary activities (inbound logistics, operation, outbound logistics, marketing and after-sales service) are directly related to revenue generation, businesses should have expected SaaS to create more values rather than to save cost. One possible explanation is that most companies in Taiwan adopt a low cost
leadership as their competitive strategy, as a result, they also expect the main benefit of cloud computing to be cost saving.

The data fails to support hypothesis H5 that businesses of different sizes expect benefit of cloud computing differently. This is a very interesting finding because extant literature strongly support the proposition that the firm size is an influential factor of IT adoption. One possible explanation is that the features of cloud computing, such as low cost, decapitalization, and elasticity, truly level the playing field so that SMEs have the same expectation as large companies.

**CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY**

The benefit of cloud computing has been broadly discussed, while empirical research in academics has been sporadic. The study is intended to examine “claimed” benefits of cloud computing from potential users’ perspective. Based on extant literature and our observations, we propose a research model that consists of the type of cloud computing as independent variable, expected benefit of cloud computing as dependent variable, the firm size and the category of the value chain activities as moderating variables. The study is exploratory in nature. The main proposition of the study is that businesses would expect different amounts and kinds of benefit from different types of cloud computing. Also, the relationship between the type of cloud computing and its benefit is moderated by the firm size and the area of the value chain where cloud computing is used. Based on the research model and the proposition, six hypotheses are formulated.

The results of the study show that the expected benefit of cloud computing is greater than that of traditional on premise model of IT services. Second, businesses that plan to adopt cloud computing expect different amounts and kinds of benefit from different types of cloud computing. Third, a “time-tested” finding that the firm size is an influential factor of IT adoption and use is not supported in the study. This is an interesting finding because it may imply that cloud computing might truly give SMEs tools to gain the same advantage as what traditional IT provides large companies.

The findings of the study should be interpreted with the research limitation in mind. First of all, the survey research method with simple random sampling is used in the study. The subjects volunteered to return the questionnaire. Thus, the bias of self-selection might affect the generalization of the findings. Second, the data is cross-sectional and doesn’t show changes in businesses’ expectation over time. Third, the sample of subject companies is those in Taiwan where most companies are SMEs and those companies’ mind set of competitive strategy might affect their expectation of benefit and how they would use cloud computing. Nevertheless, the results of the study present several interesting findings that deserve attention from academics and practitioners and warrant further research.
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